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ABSTRACT The upcoming sixth generation (6G) mobile communication system is expected to operate
across a wide range of spectrum that includes not only the bands used by previous generations but also
higher frequency bands such as millimeter wave (mmWave), which are currently assigned to fifth generation
(5G) networks, terahertz (THz), and optical spectrum. By utilizing a broader range of frequencies, it will be
possible to support 6G applications with faster data rates, higher capacity, and lower latency. However, the
higher frequency bands pose unique challenges such as higher path loss, absorption loss, and engineering
difficulties for antennas and radio frequency (RF) circuitry design, which require advanced technologies
and innovative solutions. Given that the spectrum is a scarce resource, efficient management is crucial to
ensure the most effective exploitation of frequency bands. The spectrum management has evolved over the
years, with different approaches being used to assign and utilize frequency bands. In this paper, we provide
a review of spectrum management approaches, including their use in awarding 5G spectrum, and explore
their expected use in 6G. We then offer a brief overview of spectrum sharing and its role in enabling the
efficient use of spectrum resources. The regulations, standardization, features, limitations, and potential use
cases of higher frequency bands such as, mmWave, THz, and visible light (VL) are analyzed to provide
a comprehensive understanding of the spectrum options available for the upcoming 6G technology.

INDEX TERMS 6G communications, millimeter wave, THz band, optical wireless communication,
spectrum management approaches, spectrum sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, a myriad of use cases have emerged due
to constantly evolving societal needs [1]. These include

a wide range of applications, such as extended reality (XR)
services (augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), and
virtual reality (VR)), telemedicine, haptics, flying vehicles,
brain-computer interfaces (BCI), connected autonomous sys-
tems, holographic telepresence, tele-surgery, and digital
twins (DTs) [2], [3], [4], [5]. In addition, the demand
for mobile data traffic/wireless connectivity has increased
exponentially [6]. This trend of exponential growth in data
demand is expected to continue, and the total mobile data
traffic will reach five zettabytes (ZB) per month by 2030 as

estimated by International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
[6], [7]. Consequently, networks with capabilities beyond
what is offered by 5G systems will be required to meet this
demand.

In terms of use cases, 5G differs from previous generations
by expanding the domain of mobile services from humans to
things, as well as from consumers to vertical industries [8].
This expansion has led to the integration of millions of sen-
sors in various environment such as cities, vehicles, homes,
industries, food, and games to create a smart living spaces
and automated systems [6]. However, the full potential
of emerging Internet of Everything (IoE) applications will
require a convergence of communication, sensing, control,
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GLOSSARY DEFINITION GLOSSARY DEFINIATION
3D three-dimensional LBT Listen-Before-Talk
3G third generation LDs Laser diodes
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project LEDs light-emitting diodes
4G fourth generation LiFi Light Fidelity
5G fifth generation LOS Line of Site
6G sixth generation LTE Long Term Evolution
AI artificial intelligence LTE-U LTE Unlicensed
AR augumented reality MIMO Multi-Input Multi-Output
BCI brain-computer interfaces mmWave millimeter wave
CBRS citizens broadband radio service MNOs mobile network operators
DTs digital twins MR mixed reality
ETSI European Telecommunication Standards Institute NRAs National Regulatory Authorities
FCC Federal Communications Commission NR New Radio
FSO Free-space Optics NR-U NR Unlicensed
Gbps Gigabits per second OCC Optical Camera Communication
GSM Global System for Mobile communication OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
IMT International Mobile Telecommunications OWC Optical wireless communication
IoT Internet of Things QoS quality of service
IoNT Internet of Nano-Things RAT Radio Access Technology
IR infrared RF radio frequency
IRS intelligent reflecting surfaces THz terahertz
ISM Industrial, Scientific, and Medical VR virtual reality
ITU International Telecommunication Union VLC Visible Light Communication
ITU-R ITU- Radiocommunication WRC World Radiocommunication Conference
LAA License Assisted Access XR extended reality

and computing functionalities that are not fully addressed by
5G technology [9]. Moreover, some emerging applications
in XR services and connected autonomous systems may
require microsecond-level latency and Terabits-per-second
(Tbps) level data rates, and achieving such high-performance
requirements may be a challenge when solely relying on
5G networks [1]. Additionally, it is projected that 5G net-
works may face capacity limitations in handling the growing
demand for data and new applications within the next ten
years [7]. Both the industry and academia are currently
exploring what the 6G should be and what are the service
requirements behind [10]. Although the exact aim of 6G is
not yet fully known, 6G is expected to address the limitations
and bottlenecks of existing 5G networks by accommodating
advanced use cases and associated technologies [4], [11].

The upcoming 6G is also expected to shift the focus
from “connected things” to “connected intelligence”, which
requires more advanced technologies [12], [13]. To enable
this shift, 6G will leverage a diverse set of technologies,
including enhancements to existing 5G technologies and
the adoption of new ones [6], [14]. Technologies that are
expected to drive the development and implementation of
6G include exploring new spectrum at higher frequencies,
integrating artificial intelligence (AI) [7], [14], [15], [16],

[17], implementing three-dimensional (3D) networking, de-
ploying unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), utilizing intelligent
reflecting surfaces (IRS), and enabling wireless power trans-
fer [6].

To meet the expected increase in data traffic, exploring
new bands at higher frequencies has been a common ap-
proach in every new generation of wireless communication
technology. In the case of 6G, it is expected to utilize
a vast spectrum range, including all bands used by the
previous generations, in addition to higher frequency bands
such as mmWave, THz, VL, and so on, to achieve a
wider bandwidth. Flexible frequency sharing technology can
also be employed in 6G to optimize spectrum utilization
[18]. However, wireless communications rely on a limited
resource- the radio spectrum, which is expensive to license
[19], [20]. The limited availability and high cost of radio
spectrum licensing highlights the importance of efficient use
of frequency bands [19]. Policymakers are actively seeking
ways to facilitate spectrum sharing among operators and
service providers, and this has led to exploration of more
flexible licensing approaches beyond traditional spectrum
allocation methods [21], [22]. Consequently, novel concepts
for spectrum management have been introduced and are
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being incorporated into standards, such as licensed shared
access (LSA) and spectrum access system (SAS) [21], [23].

A. Review of 6G Literature: Key Studies and Perspectives
Extensive research in the literature has focused on the vision,
requirements, and enabling technologies of 6G networks.
Multiple studies emphasize the incorporation of new fre-
quency bands, including mmWave, THz, and optical spec-
trum, as crucial components of 6G technology [1] - [3],
[6] - [9], [11] - [18], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29].
For instance, in [6], the vision of 6G communication is
presented, emphasizing higher system capacity, data rates,
and security, along with technologies like THz commu-
nications, AI, and blockchain. In [24], Rappaport et al.
emphasize the significance of THz frequencies in 6G wire-
less communication. Their work explores the revolutionary
potential of utilizing THz spectrum above 100 GHz for
high-speed communication and transformative applications.
Another comprehensive review in [25], discusses architec-
tural changes, AI integration, and technologies like THz
communication and blockchain for green 6G networks. In
[26], the authors provide insights into key enabling technolo-
gies, applications, and research topics in 6G, with a specific
emphasis on disruptive technologies like mmWave and THz
communications. Additionally, top-down approach in [29],
addresses various aspects of 6G networks, highlighting the
importance of frequency bands within the 100 GHz to 1
THz range. To our knowledge, existing survey papers on
6G networks have not comprehensively covered all aspects
in the field. In order to bridge this gap, our paper aims
to provide a thorough analysis of spectrum options and
regulatory considerations in the context of 6G. We have also
compiled Table 1, which highlights published survey papers
in the domain of 6G networks.

B. Motivation and Contributions
The motivation behind our paper is to explore the spectrum
options in 6G networks, focusing on higher frequency bands
such as mmWave, THz, and VL. We aim to address the
escalating demands for faster data rates, higher capacity, and
lower latency in advanced applications by analyzing the po-
tential of these spectrum bands. Additionally, we recognize
the need to consider regulatory and standardization aspects
in 6G spectrum management. This includes re-evaluating
current policies, developing new assignment models, and
promoting technology development in areas like THz. Unlike
previous works that primarily concentrate on specific aspects
of 6G, such as its vision, requirements, and enabling tech-
nologies, our survey paper takes a comprehensive approach.
The key contributions of our survey can be summarized as
follows:

• Comprehensive Spectrum Management Review: We
delve into the realm of spectrum management, ex-
amining various approaches and their applications in
5G networks. We also explore the potential use of

these approaches in 6G, highlighting the importance of
spectrum sharing for effective and adaptable spectrum
management.

• Analysis of Higher Frequency Bands: We specifically
focus on the utilization of new spectrum in higher
frequency bands, such as mmWave, THz, and optical
spectrum, which have been identified as crucial com-
ponents for 6G networks. We analyze the regulatory
framework, standardization efforts, features, limitations,
and potential applications of these bands, providing a
comprehensive understanding of the spectrum options
available for 6G technology.

• Insights for Policymakers and Regulators: By address-
ing the regulatory and standardization dimensions of
spectrum management, our survey offers valuable in-
sights for policymakers and regulators. We emphasize
the need for re-evaluating current spectrum manage-
ment policies to align with the unique requirements of
6G. We also highlight the importance of developing
new spectrum assignment models that accommodate
flexible deployment and define access rights.

Overall, our paper aims to provide valuable insights into
spectrum options, challenges, and regulatory considerations
for the successful deployment of 6G networks.

C. Organization of the Remaining Paper
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II reviews spectrum management approaches and explores
those that may be applicable in 6G. Section II- D presents
spectrum sharing schemes in both licensed and unlicensed
bands. Section III discusses spectrum management ap-
proaches in 5G and way towards 6G. Section IV explores the
available options of radio spectrum for 6G, with a particular
focus on mmWave, THz and optical spectrum, as well as
examines their standardization and regulatory considerations.
Finally, the last section V provides our concluding remarks.

II. SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
Spectrum management, as defined by the ITU, refers to
the set of administrative and technical procedures aimed at
ensuring the effective and efficient use of radio frequency
spectrum by all radiocommunication services identified in
the ITU radio regulations (RRs) while ensuring that radio
systems operate without causing harmful interference [30].
Spectrum management can also be defined as the government
function that organizes and regulates the utilization, alloca-
tion, and assignment of blocks of frequencies (a particular
frequency band) to promote efficient use of spectrum and
minimize interference between users in neighboring bands
[31]. In general, spectrum management decisions are made
by regulators [32], and these decisions relate to who, where,
when, how and for what purpose to use a particular frequency
band [33]. To be specific, spectrum allocation decisions
are taken at international level, while national regulatory
authorities (NRAs) make decisions on spectrum assignment
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TABLE 1. Summary of recent significant studies on 6G and their contributions.

Ref. Year Area of Research in 6G Contributions

W. Saad et al. [2] 2019 Applications, trends, technologies, and open research problems
Contributes significantly to the understanding and development of 6G

by presenting a holistic vision, identifying drivers and performance requirements,
exploring enabling technologies.

B. Zong et al. [9] 2019
Key drivers, core requirements, system architectures, and

enabling technologies
Identifies 6G drivers, explores enabling technologies and architectures, and emphasizes the need
for ubiquitous ultrabroadband, high-speed low-latency communications, and high data density.

K. B. Letaief et al. [12] 2019 AI-empowered wireless networks for 6G
Emphasizes the role of AI in designing and optimizing 6G networks,

outlining the roadmap to the next generation beyond 5G.

Zhang et al. [15] 2019 Vision, requirements, architecture, and key technologies for 6G Explores the vision, requirements, architecture, and key technologies for 6G wireless networks

T. S. Rappaport et al. [24] 2019
Wireless communications and applications above 100 GHz:

Opportunities and challenges for 6G and beyond
Explores the potential of frequencies above 100 GHz for wireless communication systems and

discusses the challenges and opportunities for 6G and beyond

T. Huang et al. [25] 2019 A survey on green 6G network: Architecture and technologies
Presents a comprehensive survey on the architecture and technologies of green 6G networks,

emphasizing architectural changes and related technologies for sustainable networks

L. Bariah et al. [26] 2019
Key enabling technologies, applications, and open research

topics in 6G networks
Discusses major enabling technologies in 6G networks and their potential applications.

Highlights requirements, challenges, and open research problems.

M. Alsabah et al. [27] 2019
6G wireless communications networks:

A comprehensive survey
Provides a comprehensive review and survey of the key enabling technologies for 6G networks.

Discusses operation principles, applications, and challenges

I. F. Akyildiz et al. [1] 2020 Future of wireless communication systems
Provides a comprehensive survey of 6G, addressing applications, requirements,

technologies, and research directions.

M. Z. Chowdhury et al. [6] 2020
Applications, requirements, technologies, challenges, and

research directions
Provides comprehensive coverage of various aspects of 6G, including

applications, requirements, technologies, challenges, and research directions.

F. Tariq et al. [7] 2020 Speculative study on 6G
Explores 6G technology, identifies enabling technologies beyond 5G,

presents visionary use cases, and discusses the shift towards the optical era.

G. G ur, [16] 2020 Exploiting spectrum sharing for capacity boost and 6G vision
Explores spectrum sharing issues, security implications, and enablers like

distributed ledger technology and machine learning.

M. Giordani et al. [17] 2020 Toward 6G networks: Use cases and technologies Explores potential use cases and technologies for evolving wireless networks towards 6G

S. Chen et al. [18] 2020 Vision, requirements, and technology trend of 6G Provides a comprehensive discussion on the vision, requirements, and technology trends of 6G

X. You et al. [28] 2021 Vision, enabling technologies, and new paradigm shifts Provides a comprehensive survey of recent advances and future trends in 6G

C. De Alwis et al. [3] 2021
Trends, applications, technologies, challenges, and

research directions
Explores the trends, applications, requirements, technologies, and future research directions of 6G.

It addresses the limitations of existing 5G networks and highlights the key factors driving the development of 6G.

W. Jiang et al. [8] 2021
Advancements, challenges, and research directions
in the field of 6G wireless communication systems

Contributes by providing a comprehensive survey of 6G, envisioning its future, identifying key technologies,
and highlighting expanded use cases and performance improvements.

H. H. H. Mahmoud et al. [11] 2021
Comprehensive survey on technologies, applications,

challenges, and research problems
Presents a comprehensive overview of the system requirements, trends, technologies, services,

and research progress related to 6G.

K. B. Letaief et al.[13] 2021 Edge artificial intelligence for 6G Explores edge AI’s role in 6G networks, highlighting benefits, challenges, and research directions.

H. Tataria et al.
[29]

2021 Vision, requirements, challenges, insights, and opportunities
Provides a comprehensive overview of the vision, requirements, challenges,

insights, and opportunities in 6G wireless systems

M. Banafaa et al. [14] 2022
Requirements, targets, applications, challenges, advantages,

and opportunities
Providing a comprehensive overview of 6G system requirements, highlighting the advantages of 6G,

and discussing enabling techniques for its implementation.

by balancing a set of public policy objectives [34]. There
is a diversity of spectrum management approaches which
regulators can employ for spectrum assignment, and these
approaches have evolved from administrative allocation to
market-based mechanisms, and unlicensed commons ap-
proaches [35]. Next we briefly review these approaches.

A. ADMINISTRATIVE COMMAND-AND-CONTROL
APPROACH
Administrative allocation or a hierarchical command-and-
control approach has been the predominant method of
spectrum management, through which regulators implement
a fixed allocation of spectrum to a given entity through
beauty contests or direct awards for decades [35]. Accessing
spectrum by following this method leads to difficulties in
meeting the increasing demand for spectrum based-wireless
services [36]. In addition, this traditional approach of spec-
trum management has exposed some critical barriers over
time, such as inefficient utilization of spectrum, political
influence and a lack of economic justification [37]. Although
it has been instrumental in reducing harmful interference
between the different wireless systems and in supporting
expansion of few services like Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) worldwide through coordination
and harmonization [38]. Administrative allocation has con-
tinued to be used by national regulatory authorities in some

countries for awarding third generation (3G) and fourth
generation (4G) spectrum [32], whereas this trend is used
for spectrum grant in local 5G networks [33]. However, this
approach has faced criticism over the fairness of decision-
making by regulators [32]. As a result of the shortcomings of
this approach in accommodating spectrum demands for new
wireless use cases, inflexibility in responding to changing
market conditions and technological advances, in addition
to creating high barriers to entry for small businesses and
new entrants. Therefore, it is likely that this approach will
become less dominant in the 6G and beyond. However,
national regulators have adopted more flexible approaches
to spectrum management, such as market-based mechanisms
that can better accommodate the needs of new wireless use
cases and promote greater competition in the industry.

B. MARKET- BASED MECHANISMS
Market-based mechanisms represent the second generation
of radio spectrum management approaches. The primary
regulatory objective of these methods is to promote static
efficiency by ensuring optimal allocation of radio spectrum
[37]. Market-based mechanisms can introduce flexibility into
the market by allowing spectrum to be shared through
secondary spectrum markets, where license holders have the
opportunity to lease or trade unused or underutilized portions
of their spectrum [32]. Within this approach, spectrum prop-
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erty rights are established through the issuance of licenses to
a limited number of applicants via market mechanisms [35],
[39]. Under this licensing approach, the licensee is granted
exclusive rights to use a specific spectrum within a defined
geographical area. Technical regulations are put in place to
govern usage rights and prevent interference among spectrum
users. Additionally, licensees are allowed to trade or lease
their rights to third parties [40], [41]. In particular, spectrum
property rights are determined through spectrum auctions,
where licenses are awarded on the basis of bids between
competing applicants [37]. From the viewpoint of regulations
and policies, spectrum auctions offer an effective means of
allocating spectrum to the entities that value it most, while
also generating revenue for governments [42]. Compared to
administrative procedures, auctions are generally preferred as
they ensure more efficient distribution of the limited spec-
trum resource, especially in cases where demand exceeds
supply [34]. However some of the challenges encountered
in this approach are that auctions do not always leads to
superior market outcomes due to unanticipated problems in
their design leading to unexpected bidder behavior such as
collusion and over-bidding [42], [43]. To mitigate these chal-
lenges, regulators need to recognize the complex relationship
between spectrum management and market outcomes [35].
One approach is using learning algorithms to predict bids
and also detect anomalies [44].

Regulatory authorities have various instruments at their
disposal that can be utilized during auctions to achieve effi-
ciency goals based on specific national circumstances. These
tools include, but are not limited to, spectrum packaging,
license duration, geographical scope, and obligations [34]. In
fact, auctions have become the main mechanism for granting
spectrum usage rights to mobile operators for deployment
of 3G, 4G [35], and 5G networks [34]. The trend of
using market-based mechanisms for spectrum management is
expected to continue in 6G, with increasing complexity in the
design of auctions due to the wide range of spectrum bands
(low, mid, and high) that will be utilized, along with coverage
obligations, spectrum trading, and other factors. More details
on this topic will be provided in Section III.

C. UNLICENSED COMMONS APPROACH
An unlicensed commons approach, also known as a licence-
exempt approach, provides access to the a portion of the
radio spectrum without the need for a license or registration
[37]. In this approach, different wireless systems operate in
the same frequency band (share the same spectrum) under
rules and conditions defined by the national regulator [45].
The licence-exempt operation uses the Industrial, Scientific,
and Medical (ISM) bands [46]. The most notable example
of such use is the 2.4 GHz spectrum to provide Wireless
Fidelity (Wi-Fi) access services [47]. Traditionally, the IEEE
802.11/ Wi-Fi family of standards, including (802.11b/g) at
2.4 GHz, (802.11a/n) at 5 GHz, and (802.11ad/ay) at 60
GHz, have been designed to operate in license-exempt bands

and without the need to obtain a license from the regulatory
authorities. Similarly, cellular technologies can also operate
in one or more of these unlicensed spectrum bands [48].
Various standardization bodies and industry alliances, such
as the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and the
IEEE, have made significant efforts to develop technologies
that enable cellular networks to operate in these unlicensed
frequency bands. These efforts have led to the creation
of technologies such as Long Term Evolution unlicensed
(LTE-U), License Assisted Access (LAA), MulteFire, and
new radio unlicensed (NR-U), which allow cellular networks
to share frequency bands with other wireless technologies.
These technologies offer potential benefits such as increased
network capacity, improved coverage, and new use cases
for cellular connectivity [45]. In general, the unlicensed
commons approach is built entirely on spectrum sharing,
where multiple different type of wireless systems and several
deployments of the same systems use the same unlicensed
band [35]. Coexistence of Wi-Fi and cellular networks in
the unlicensed spectrum is another example of this approach
[49]. From a technical perspective, the coexistence of Wi-Fi
and cellular networks can increase the overall capacity of
heterogeneous wireless networks, provided that the mutual
interference between Wi-Fi and cellular systems is addressed
properly [49]. In particular, the main challenges of allowing
cellular networks to operate in the unlicensed spectrum is
ensuring a fair coexistence with other unlicensed systems and
avoiding interference [50]. One approach to achieving fair
coexistence and avoiding interference requires compliance
with regulatory requirements, which include using a Listen-
Before-Talk (LBT) mechanism to access the channel [51]
[52]. Technologies designed for spectrum sharing in unli-
censed bands, such as LTE-U and NR-U avoid interference
with neighbor networks by using LBT mechanism to detect
and avoid Wi-Fi transmissions in the same band [53]. Under
this approach, potential gains from unlicensed use include
eliminating the requirement for administrative licensing that
would lower barriers to market entry [40]. However, ISM
bands have not been very attractive for cellular networks
due to their associated interference environment which can
lead to unpredictable quality of service (QoS) [38] , [46].

Moreover, incorporating unlicensed spectrum management
techniques in higher frequency bands, including mmWave,
presents additional complexities for ensuring coexistence.
The distinctive characteristics of these higher frequency
bands bring forth unique challenges that must be tackled.
As emphasized in [51], some of these challenges encompass
hidden and exposed node issues, channel access procedures,
dynamics of interference, and beam training and measure-
ment. The coexistence of cellular and Wireless Gigabit
(WiGig) users over unlicensed mmWave bands poses several
challenges, as highlighted in another study [54]. Specifically,
the study addresses the challenges of directional transmission
and high propagation loss in cellular communications. It
emphasizes that mmWave signals, due to their short wave-
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length, exhibit directional transmission characteristics and
suffer from significant propagation losses. To overcome these
challenges, the study emphasizes the importance of imple-
menting hybrid beamforming techniques. By using hybrid
beamforming, the transmitting power can be concentrated in
desired directions, thereby maximizing the signal strength
and improving overall system performance. This effective
beam management approach is crucial for fully exploiting
the spatial resources available in the unlicensed mmWave
spectrum for cellular communications. The study’s findings
underscore the significance of addressing these challenges
and implementing appropriate coexistence mechanisms to
ensure the harmonious coexistence of cellular and WiGig
users in the unlicensed mmWave bands.

These challenges emphasize the importance of conducting
research, establishing standards, and implementing regula-
tory measures to tackle/address the specific complexities of
coexistence in higher frequency bands. Developing solutions
and optimizations in areas such as node coordination, in-
terference management, channel access, and beamforming
will be vital for enabling successful coexistence among
different systems operating in the mmWave spectrum. It is
worth noting that these difficulties are not limited solely to
mmWave bands but serve as an example of the challenges
encountered in higher frequency bands in general.

D. SPECTRUM SHARING IN 6G
In the past fifteen years, numerous studies have investigated
the efficiency of spectrum utilization, and the findings have
consistently revealed that certain portions of the spectrum
allocated or assigned with exclusive usage rights are not
being utilized to their full potential [52]. As such, an ap-
propriate spectrum resource management scheme is critical
for dealing with the conflict between the huge demand for
mobile data traffic (e.g. Internet of Things (IoT) connections)
and limited spectrum resources, accommodating use cases in
future generations (e.g. 6G) and improving performance [55].
According to a study from Europe, around 76 GHz spectrum
resource is needed (to accommodate mobile data traffic) if
the spectrum is exclusively used in 5G networks [55], [56].
Nevertheless, this amount can be significantly reduced to 19
GHz by adopting spectrum sharing [55], [56]. Consequently,
new models for spectrum access rights have emerged, with
the general aim of allowing more dynamic access to the
spectrum [52].

Recent examples of emerging models are licensing-based
sharing which includes the LSA developed in Europe and
SAS developed in the U.S [35]. The ongoing standard-
ization process for LSA and SAS follows the European
Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administra-
tions (CEPT) recommendations, with a focus on the 2.3
GHz band, which is considered as supplementary spectrum
for mobile operators [21]. This band has been globally
allocated to the mobile service and identified for use in
International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) [57]. LSA

is a regulatory concept specific to the European region that
enables opportunistic access to spectrum through the use of
databases, with a primary focus on the (2.3 – 2.4) GHz
frequency range for initial deployment [58]. Several regional
regulatory and standardization organizations, including the
Electronic Communications Committee (ECC), CEPT, Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), Eu-
ropean Commission (EC), and the Radio Spectrum Policy
Group (RSPG) of the European Union, have contributed to
the development the concept of LSA by establishing the
necessary regulatory framework [57], [58].

In 2013, the RSPG defined the LSA concept as a “regula-
tory approach aiming to facilitate the introduction of radio
communication systems operated by a limited number of
licensees under an individual licensing regime in a frequency
band already assigned or expected to be assigned to one
or more incumbent users. Under the LSA approach, the
additional users are authorized to use the spectrum (or part
of the spectrum) in accordance with sharing rules included in
their spectrum rights of use, thereby allowing all authorized
users, including incumbents, to provide a certain QoS” [37],
[59]. The sharing of licensed spectrum is facilitated by the
two-tier framework of the LSA access model [60]. In the first
tier, incumbent users are provided with protection of their
spectrum and the option to monetize any unused spectrum.
The second tier involves secondary LSA licensees who
are granted short-term access to the underutilized spectrum
licensed by the incumbents, with a guaranteed quality of
service [60]. Under the LSA approach, regulators have the
flexibility to decide on the spectrum assignment methods
used to grant LSA licenses [35]. Furthermore, through the
LSA framework, spectrum resources can be shared across
different dimensions, such as frequency, time, and geography
[61]. The sharing framework involves a series of terms
and conditions that are mutually accepted by the incumbent
user, the licensee of the LSA, and the national regulatory
authority (NRA) [62]. These conditions are determined at
the national level, and the license agreements may differ
considerably from one country to another [62]. The LSA
framework guarantees exclusive access to the spectrum for
LSA licensees when it is not being utilized by the incumbent
and ensures protection from any interference that might
be caused by other LSA licensees or incumbents, thus
ultimately ensures a predictable level of QoS [63].

In general, the LSA framework relies on a centralized
database that is generated by leveraging previous usage
information provided by authorized users [64]. As shown
in Figure 1 [65], the LSA Repository (LR), is a central-
ized database that stores information related to incumbent
protection [66]. The LSA Controller (LC) is another critical
component of the LSA framework, which obtains the LSA
spectrum resource availability information (LSRAI) from the
LR [66]. To be specific, the previous LSA work (2013 -
2014) mainly focused on providing additional spectrum for
existing mobile network operators (MNOs) [67]. However,
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LSA work that began in 2017 had a different objective,
which was to address temporary spectrum access for locally
deployed high-quality 5G networks [67]. The main objective
of high-quality wireless networks is to provide dependable
and secure services and applications with predictable levels
of QoS, which are limited to a specific geographic or
temporal area [35]. Additionally, ETSI in 2018, proposed
some improvements to the LSA architecture, particularly
in the LSA repository and controller, to accommodate the
introduction of the third category of players [57].

FIGURE 1. LSA Framework, in LSA, incumbent users are primary license
holders who have exclusive rights to use a specific portion of the radio
spectrum. New users, such as mobile network operators MNOs, can
request access to the spectrum in areas where it is not being fully
occupied by the incumbent users.

LSA can be considered as a solution to facilitate the
implementation of 5G applications in various vertical sectors,
including industrial automation, utilities, and e-health [57].
In particular, the LSA sharing framework is being explored
for feasibility in the (3.4 – 3.8) GHz band to allow for
coexistence between incumbent services, including satellite
systems, and emerging 5G use cases [57]. This second
use case for LSA in European regulation differs from the
first (2.3 GHz band) due to the more static nature of the
incumbent usage on the band, which may require different
implementation and tools for LSA [62].

SAS is another database sharing model introduced by
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which
supports spectrum sharing with a three-tier/layer hierarchical
regulatory model [32] , [66], [68]. The FCC has introduced
SAS for providing citizens broadband radio service (CBRS)
on a shared basis in the 3.5 GHz band [21], [67]. Initially,
CBRS was used exclusively by the US Federal Government
for Navy radar systems and commercial satellite operators
[66]. The CBRS system is structured into a three-tier frame-
work [20]. The highest tier is the incumbent access tier,
occupied mainly by federal government entities, who receive
the most protection from interference from other CBRS
users [62]. The second tier consists of commercial users
who have been granted Priority Access Licenses (PALs) by
the NRA [45]. The PAL users in the second tier are also
entitled to receive protection against the lower-tier users in

order to prevent harmful interference [45]. In addition to
PALs, a third layer of access called General Authorized
Access (GAA) has also been defined in the SAS approach,
which functions similarly to the operation of users in license-
exempt bands [45]. In other words, GAA users are able
to utilize portions of the CBRS spectrum without incurring
license fees, but they are not guaranteed protection against
interference from other users [67]. In comparison to com-
mercial users with PALs, GAA users have limited access
guarantees to the CBRS spectrum under certain rules and
conditions set by the regulator [45], [60]. The SAS approach
offers greater flexibility compared to traditional approaches,
and is designed to ensure coexistence with incumbent users,
even when they cannot provide prior information to a central
access database [21].

In the previous examples, the spectrum sharing models
were a multi-tiered sharing scheme based-on two-tiers or
three-tiers, and each network had a specific/defined priority
for band usage. In contrast, in single-tiered sharing schemes,
all networks have the same priority to use the spectrum [20].
The examples of single-tiered sharing scheme includes:

• Spectrum commons: This type of spectrum sharing is
in relation to unlicensed bands, and can be divided into
two categories; (i) spectrum sharing in unlicensed bands
with an anchor in the licensed bands, technologies that
use sharing with an anchor are LTE-U (developed by
the LTE-U Forum based on Long Term Evolution (LTE)
Release 12) and LTE-LAA (Release 13, 14 and 15)
[50] , [53]. Both LAA and LTE-U are based on carrier
aggregation (CA) to occupy licensed and unlicensed
bands [51], [69]. (ii) IEEE 802.11 standards (which
includes Wi-Fi), MulteFire (developed by the MulteFire
Alliance based on LTE Release 14), and NR-U (Release
16 2020) are all examples of technologies that are
designed to operate standalone in unlicensed bands or
shared spectrum bands without the need for a licensed
band as an anchor [51], [53]. However, the high density
of Wi-Fi users in unlicensed bands poses a challenge to
MNOs who adopt spectrum sharing methods, resulting
in more restrictions such as the requirement to use LBT
[66], [70].

• Authorized light-licensing: This type of spectrum shar-
ing provides a more flexible regulatory framework for
spectrum authorization that falls somewhere between
traditional exclusive licensing and unlicensed opera-
tions [62], [71] in which a limited number of equal
priority license-exempt networks can use the band
temporarily upon registration [20]. Bands such as the
60 GHz (57 - 64 GHz) and 80 GHz (71 - 76/81 - 86
GHz) are reasonable options for this access mode due to
their propagation characteristics that enable operations
with minimum risk of interference and high data rate
capacities [71].
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The LSA and the SAS spectrum sharing schemes have
garnered significant attention as a means to rapidly access
sub-6 GHz frequency bands, which are crucial for supporting
5G use cases across various vertical sectors [57]. Although
spectrum sharing is considered essential for 5G, the imple-
mentation of the LSA sharing framework in the C-band in
Europe remains a national decision, and European NRAs
have shown limited interest in utilizing the LSA framework
for 5G [57]. In the US, the initial approach to managed spec-
trum sharing did not succeed for TV White Spaces (TVWS)
due to a lack of commercial demand. However, it worked
well for CBRS because there was a strong demand for mid-
band 5G frequencies, especially due to the lack of awards
for the rest of the band until the end of 2021 (3.45 – 3.55)
GHz [72]. Despite recent regulatory activities in Europe that
have made the LSA and CBRS frameworks broadly similar,
the LSA framework is still in its early stage of development,
whereas CBRS is already being implemented [57].

From a technical standpoint, the adoption of higher carrier
frequencies in mmWave, such as (24.25 - 27.5) GHz in
5G, shifts deployment models from wide coverage areas to
local service areas, this shift enables more feasible spectrum
sharing as potential interference is limited to local areas [35].
However, this shift also requires new spectrum assignment
models that define and grant access rights for deploying 5G
networks to cater to the specific needs of different verticals
[35]. In 2018, ETSI published a technical report that explores
the practicality of temporary spectrum access solutions for
local high-quality wireless networks, which are specifically
designed to be deployed in particular geographic areas for
either a short or long period of time, and can be either fixed
or nomadic in nature [72]. The development of 5G networks
has expanded beyond the traditional MNOs-centric deploy-
ment models to alternative local network operator models,
emphasizing the significance of local spectrum availability
and the increasing reliance on spectrum sharing for the
emergence of high-quality 5G wireless networks alongside
regulatory approaches for assigning local spectrum licenses
[35]. There are several practical options available to ensure
spectrum access for local high-quality 5G networks. One
option is to deploy them as a managed service by MNOs,
which is also known as a ”network slice”. Another option
is to create a private network that utilizes locally sub-leased
MNO spectrum. Finally, a private network can be established
that utilizes locally individually licensed spectrum [72].

Based on the trend observed in 5G deployment, 6G is
also expected to rely on higher frequency bands, such as
mmWave, leading to a similar shift in deployment models
from wide coverage areas traditional (MNOs-centric) to local
service areas (e.g., local high-quality networks), which in
turn will increase the reliance on spectrum sharing. There-
fore, it is likely that new spectrum assignment models will
need to be developed to define and grant access rights for
deploying 6G networks.

E. Integration of Advanced Technologies for Spectrum
Sharing in 6G Networks
The advancement of spectrum sharing techniques in 5G/6G
networks has been driven by the integration of cutting-edge
technologies such as AI and distributed ledger technology
(DLT) [15], [16], [20], [73]. These technologies provide
new avenues for optimizing resource allocation, addressing
the dynamic nature of wireless networks, and enhancing
spectrum sharing mechanisms. AI techniques, specifically
Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Deep Learning (DL),
have emerged as a prominent approach in spectrum sharing.
By leveraging RL and DL algorithms, intelligent spectrum
allocation based on real-world data can be achieved. These
algorithms have the ability to learn from past experiences,
adapt to changing network conditions, and optimize spec-
trum utilization in real-time [73]. DLT and Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms are another key focus area for efficient and
secure spectrum sharing in 6G networks [15], [16]. DLT,
such as blockchain technology, can establish a decentralized
and trustless environment, ensuring fairness, transparency,
and security among network participants. By integrating DLT
with ML algorithms, spectrum sharing mechanisms can be
designed to optimize resource allocation, enable dynamic
sharing among multiple stakeholders, and enhance spectrum
access [16], [74]. The concept of sharing frequency bands
among unlimited networks with configurable priorities and
interference protection criteria is discussed in [20]. This
spectrum sharing scheme emphasizes the importance of effi-
cient resource allocation in dynamic network environments.
By incorporating ML algorithms, the approach ensures fair
and effective spectrum sharing among multiple networks,
leading to improved overall network performance and en-
hanced resource utilization [75]. Additionally, blockchain-
based solutions address limitations in existing spectrum shar-
ing systems, such as three-layer spectrum system, offering
a decentralized and transparent environment for optimized
spectrum utilization and broader participation [15]. These
advancements pave the way for more efficient and intelligent
6G networks.

III. SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT APPROACHES IN 5G AND
WAY TOWARDS 6G
The main European bands for 5G include 700 MHz, 3.5 GHz
and 26 GHz, and many countries in Europe have completed
their spectrum awards for 5G in these frequency bands [33].
In a case study of 3.5 GHz band in different countries,
national regulators have adopted very different approaches
in their 5G spectrum awarding decisions, the study showed
that all three spectrum management approaches are still in
use including administrative allocation (Japan), market-based
mechanisms (Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, USA) and
the unlicensed commons approach (USA) [35]. According
to this study, it is clear that a market based mechanism is
the preferred approach in awarding 5G spectrum by many
regulators, due to the fact that the auction is a transparent
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mechanism for assigning licensed spectrum and generating
revenue for the government. Furthermore, we can also infer
from this study that different regulators may have different
priorities and considerations when deciding on the approach
to awarding 5G spectrum. Furthermore, an analytical study
of European auctions of C-band (3.4 - 3.8) GHz for 5G
between 2017 and 2020 in [34], show that the market-
based mechanism method was adopted in sixteen European
countries. In this approach, regulators adopted different types
of auctions formats for spectrum grants such as the simul-
taneous multiple round (ascending) auction (SMRA), the
clock auction, and the combinatorial clock auction (CCA).
Moreover, according to this study, there is no consistent
pattern observed in the auctions analyzed with regard to
the instruments used to improve efficiency and equity. The
SMRA format was found to be the most widely used auction
format for the C-band, adopted by seven countries. However,
some countries have modified the auction format they use,
such as SMRA, CA, or CCA, to prevent ineffective outcomes
such as fragmented or unsold spectrum [34].

Overall, recent developments and decisions regarding 5G
spectrum indicate that a diversity of spectrum management
approaches are now being included into mobile networks in
great contrast to previous generations of cellular networks,
and this trend is expected to continue towards the 6G era
[32], [33]. Moreover, spectrum sharing is expected to play an
increasingly important role in the future, particularly to allow
the deployment of 5G networks in new spectrum bands that
are likely to have incumbent spectrum users, whose rights
need to be protected [35]. Table 2 summarizes the various
spectrum management approaches in the context of 5G, with
an emphasis on how local networks are considered [33].

The development of 6G is expected to entail significant
changes that will build upon the progress achieved in 5G and
elevate it to a higher level. This transformation will involve
converting the radio communication network from relying
solely on electronic technologies to a hybrid system that also
takes advantage of optical and photonics free-space tech-
nologies in order to exploit the abundant spectral resources
in terahertz and visible light bands, to meet the growing
demand for higher system capacity and peak data rates [8].
As a result, spectrum management in 6G is expected to
expose a new level of complication that arises from the
diversity of spectrum bands (e.g., mmWave, THz, and VL),
and thus 6G technology will need the flexibility to operate
in multiple bands under different spectrum management
approaches [32]. Moreover, these frequencies have different
propagation characteristics and may require different sharing
mechanisms compared to traditional microwave bands. Addi-
tionally, 6G is expected to integrate terrestrial mobile com-
munication networks, satellite communications, aerial, and
maritime communications to realize ubiquitous coverage,
whereas radio coverage is mainly limited to terrestrial mo-
bile communication in all previous generations. These new
paradigm shifts compared to previous mobile generations are

leading to new use cases, create new business models, and
will transform many aspects of society. As a result, regulators
needs to rethink current spectrum management approaches
and policies to align with the developments in future 6G
networks models.

IV. SPECTRUM OPTIONS FOR 6G: RADIO AND LIGHT
The demand for higher peak rates and capacity in mo-
bile communication systems has driven the exploration of
higher spectrum bands. For 5G networks, new spectrum
bands ranging from 3 GHz to 6 GHz and mmWave bands
ranging from 24 GHz to 50 GHz have been allocated, with
additional bands are expected to be allocated as 5G evolves
[76]. However, the next generation of applications, such as
holographic videos, VR, and ubiquitous connectivity, will
require even higher bandwidth than what can be supported
by the mmWave band alone [77]. The trend of using higher
frequency bands is expected to continue with 6G systems,
which are projected to operate at even-higher frequency
spectrum than 5G, delivering data rates that are 100 to 1000
times faster [78]. In this context, researchers are exploring
new spectrum options for upcoming 6G and beyond, such
as higher frequency in the mmWave, THz band and op-
tical spectrum, which includes the VL, infrared (IR), and
ultraviolet (UV) bands, to address the high traffic demands
[17], [79]. In the following subsections, we examine these
frequency bands and their characteristics in more detail.

A. mmWAVE BAND
The classical sub-6 GHz cellular bands have become ex-
tremely crowded and cannot support the massive increase
of the communication capacity alone [80]. In response to
the growing demand for wireless data and the increasing
congestion in the traditional sub-6 GHz bands, regulators
have been exploring new spectrum in higher frequencies
above the sub-6 GHz range. These higher frequencies include
the centimeter-wave (cmWave) ranges from 3 to 30 GHz, and
mmWave bands ranges from 30 GHz to 300 GHz, which
have the potential to provide abundant spectral resources
while enabling a wider carrier bandwidths of up to 1 GHz
[81]. The cmWave band is generally referred to as the super
high frequency (SHF) band, and the mmWave band is also
referred to as extremely high frequency (EHF). The spectrum
from 3 GHz to 300 GHz is also collectively called mmWave
bands with wavelengths ranging from 1 to 100 mm, as
the radio waves in the SHF and EHF bands share similar
propagation characteristics [82], [83]. Despite the abundance
of spectrum resources in the mmWave band, not all fre-
quency bands within this range are used in practical wireless
cellular communication systems [84]. Some frequency bands
in the mmWave range are underutilized or not used at all
for various reasons, such as technical limitations, regulatory
restrictions, and the lack of suitable equipment. Examples of
underutilized mmWave frequency bands include [84];
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TABLE 2. Approaches for managing spectrum in the context of 5G networks [33]

Assigning and Licensing
Spectrum Resources Framework

Choices Made in 5G Deployment Consideration at a Local Network Level

Administrative Approach
This method is rarely used for spectrum granting in 5G,
but it has regained its significance
in spectrum awarding to local 5G networks.

The awarding of spectrum is carried out
on a first come first served basis.

Market-based Mechanisms
Auctions, which rely on a market-based mechanism,
are the dominant method of assigning spectrum licenses
in 5G. MNOs obtain licenses through these auctions.

MNOs have the choice of leasing or
trading their allocated spectrum to
third-party entities for the purpose of establishing
local networks.

Unlicensed Commons
This approach is one of the operational methods
available for 5G.

Unlicensed deployment of networks is possible
if regulatory requirements for the band are met.

• 28 / 38 GHz is licensed but underutilized with available
bandwidth in total 3.4 GHz.

• 57 - 64 GHz is unlicensed with available bandwidth in
total 7 GHz.

• 71 – 76 GHz, 81 – 86 GHz, and 92 – 95 GHz is light
licensed with available bandwidth in total 12.9 GHz.

Efforts to allocate mmWave spectrum for cellular com-
munications were initiated by the ITU- Radiocommunica-
tion (ITU-R) sector through the World Radiocommunication
Conference (WRC) in 2015 as several frequency bands were
proposed for discussion at WRC- 2019, more details in the
following subsection:

1) Spectrum Regulation of mmWave for Cellular
Communication
At the WRC-15, the ITU-R sector suggested 11 potential
frequency bands between 24.25 GHz and 86 GHz, to assess
the feasibility of coexistence between IMT and existing
services like fixed and satellite services, both in shared and
adjacent frequency bands [86]. These candidate frequency
bands were further discussed during the WRC-19, and their
details are presented in Table 3 [85]. Additionally, Table 4
provides information on the allocation of frequency bands
within the range of 52.6 – 116 GHz in ITU-R, including
details on the frequency band, allocation status, and primary
services authorized to use each band [84].

Furthermore, there are several regions that are also pro-
moting 5G development in the mmWave spectrum in ad-
dition to the ITU-R process [86]. More details on this are
provided in the following:

• The FCC in the USA has allocated large bandwidths
in the mmWave bands for 5G development, including
3.85 GHz of licensed spectrum in the (27.5 – 28.35)
GHz and (37 – 40) GHz bands (with 37 – 37.6 GHz
allocated to 5G on a shared basis), as well as 7 GHz of
unlicensed spectrum in the (64 – 71) GHz band [85].
Additionally, there is a 12.9 GHz band from the E-
band located at (71 – 76) GHz, (81 – 86) GHz, and (92
– 95) GHz [83], [87]. Although these choices do not

fully align with the ITU plans, the FCC is considering
the possibility of opening up to 18 GHz of additional
spectrum in all ITU candidate bands, except for (42.5
– 47.2) GHz [85].

• In the UK, the pioneer band centered at 26 GHz
has been released by The United Kingdom Office of
Communications (Ofcom) for potential 5G use ranging
between (24.25 – 27.5) GHz [83].

• China has been exploring the use of frequency bands
around 45 GHz for both licensed and unlicensed com-
munication systems, including 5G applications [83].
Within these bands, spectrum between (40.5 - 42.3)
GHz and (48.4 - 50.2) GHz has been designated for
fixed point-to-point wireless access systems with light
license management, and spectrum between (42.3 -
47) GHz and (47.2 - 48.4) GHz has been allocated
for mobile point-to-point wireless access systems with
unlicensed management [88].

2) mmWave Features and Limitations
Abundant spectral resources in mmWave bands offer a
promising solution to satisfy QoS requirements of wireless
communications beyond 5G and 6G such as multi-Gigabits
per second (Gbps) peak throughput, ultra-reliable delivery,
and end-to-end latency at the order of 1 ms, and thus the
adoption of mmWave communications brings advantages
[84], including:

• Wide Bandwidth: Utilizing mmWave frequencies cen-
tered around 35, 94, 140, and 220 GHz can offer sig-
nificant advantages for wireless communication,these
advantages include high data rates of up to 10 Gbps
and ultra-low latency of around 1 ms [88]. The larger
bandwidth available in the mmWave spectrum allow for
faster data transmission compared to lower frequency
bands.

• Short Wavelength and Narrow Beamwidth: The use of
mmWave frequencies offers the benefit of having a
shorter wavelength compared to sub-6 GHz bands. This
makes it possible to pack a large number of antennas
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TABLE 3. Candidate mmWave Bands for IMT-2020 Considered in WRC-15 [84], [85]

Radio Communication Service
Frequency Range

(GHz)
Shared with

Fixed Service
Shared with

Fixed Satellite Service
Shared with Space

Radio Communication

Allocation Band
Mainly for Mobile Service ?

24.25 - 27.5 - - - ✓

31.8 - 33.4 (31.8 - 33.4) GHz - - ✗

37 - 40.5 (37 - 40) GHz
(39 - 40) GHz in Region 1,
(40 - 40.5) GHz worldwide

- ✓

40.5 - 42.5 (40.5 - 43.5) GHz (40.5 - 42) GHz in Region 2 - ✗

42.5 - 43.5 (40.5 - 43.5) GHz - - ✓

45.5 - 47 - - (43.5 - 47) GHz ✓

47 - 47.2 - - - ✗

47.2 - 50.2 -
(47.5 - 47.9), (48.2 - 48.54), and
(49.44 - 50.2) GHz in Region 1.
(48.2 - 50.2) GHz in Region 2

- ✓

50.4 - 52.6 (51.4 - 52.6) GHz - - ✓

66 - 76 - - (66 - 71) GHz ✓

81 - 86 - - - ✓

into a compact array. With a greater number of antenna
elements, a narrow directional beam can be achieved,
which has several advantages. Firstly, it suppresses
multi-path reflection, which can improve signal quality.
Secondly, it provides high immunity against jamming
and eavesdropping attacks, as the narrow beam is
more difficult to intercept or interfere with. Lastly, it
offers robustness to co-user interference, as the wireless
channels will be largely uncorrelated [87], [89], [26].
These features make mmWave highly attractive for var-
ious wireless communication applications, particularly
those where high data rates, low latency, and reliable
connectivity are essential.

Despite the many benefits of mmWave communications,
there are still several challenges that need to be addressed
for effective design, deployment, and operation. These chal-
lenges arise from several limitations, including:

• Poor Propagation Characteristics: The mmWave com-
munication system faces inherent challenges such as;
high free-space path loss, atmospheric gaseous absorp-
tion, rainfall attenuation [90], [91], and sensitivity to
blockage (e.g., solid construction, plants, etc.) [92],
[93]. Directional beamforming and beam tracking tech-
niques can be utilized to overcome the challenges posed
by harsh propagation loss and expanding the coverage
area. However, when cell sizes are reduced to enhance
spectral efficiency, the impact of rain attenuation and
atmospheric absorption becomes less significant for
cell sizes around 200 meters. Consequently, mmWave
communication is primarily used for indoor environ-
ments, small cell access, and backhaul, with cell sizes
generally on the order of 200 meters [94].

• Integrated Circuits and System Design: Designing cir-
cuit components and antennas for mmWave communi-

cations can be quite challenging due to the high carrier
frequency and wide bandwidth. In particular, the high
equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and wide
bandwidth in higher frequency bands, such as the 60
GHz band, can potentially result in severe nonlinear
distortion of power amplifiers (PA). Furthermore, the
design of RF integrated circuits also faces significant
challenges related to phase noise, in-phase and quadra-
ture phase (IQ) imbalance [94].

• Industrially, the industrial production of small mmWave
components involves a higher level of precision, which
in turn leads to increased manufacturing costs. [88].

3) Spectrum Allocation for 5G New Radio (NR)
The mmWave spectrum bands are being recognized as a
promising solution for dealing with the high data rate and
capacity requirements of 5G and beyond [68]. Compared to
previous generations (e.g., 3G, 4G), 5G has the advantage
of allocating mmWave bands in cellular communications
[95]. In 2018, the first 5G communications standard, called
new radio (NR), was defined by 3GPP in Release 15 [96].
Compared to previous generations of mobile communication
systems, NR has a key feature of being able to be deployed
over a much wider range of spectrum for radio access
technology [51], [97]. In this regard, ITU-R and 3GPP have
specified the use of two frequency ranges for 5G NR, namely
FR1 and FR2, with the latter mainly using frequencies in
the mmWave band [98]. In particular, FR1 is defined in the
frequency range from 410 MHz to 7.125 GHz, while FR2
covers two mmWave frequency ranges: (1) from 24.25 GHz
to 52.6 GHz (FR2-1), and (2) from 52.6 GHz to 71 GHz
(FR2-2) [69].

In terms of maximum bandwidth in FR1 and FR2, 5G
NR adopts Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
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TABLE 4. Frequency bands between 52.6-116 GHz as defined in the Radio Regulations [84]

Frequency Range
(GHz)

Service
Is the Mobile Service

allocated as the primary
user in this frequency band?

Notes

52.6 - 54.25
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ Emissions prohibited

54.25 - 55.78
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ -

55.78 - 59
Earth Exploration Satellite Service/

Research Service (Passive)/
Fixed Service

✓ High-density applications

59 - 59.3
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✓ -

59.3 - 64 Radiolocation ✓ -

64 - 65 Fixed Service ✓ High-density applications

65 - 66 Fixed Service ✓ High-density applications

66 - 71 - ✓

Frequencies listed under agenda item
1.13 of WRC-19 are undergoing compatibility

studies with potential limitations.

71 - 76 - ✓

Frequencies listed under agenda item
1.13 of WRC-19 are undergoing compatibility

studies with potential limitations.

76 - 81 Radiolocation ✗ -

81 - 86 - ✓

Frequencies listed under agenda item
1.13 of WRC-19 are undergoing compatibility

studies with potential limitations.

86 - 92
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ Emissions prohibited

92 - 94 Radiolocation ✓ -

94 - 94.1 Radiolocation ✗ -

94.1 - 95 Radiolocation ✓ -

95 - 100 Radiolocation ✓ -

100 - 102
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ Emissions prohibited

102 - 105 Not Applicable ✓ -

105 - 109.5 Research Service (Passive) ✓ -

109.5 - 111.8
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ Emissions prohibited

111.8 - 114.25 Research Service (Passive) ✓ -

114.25 - 116
Earth Exploration Satellite Service (Passive)/

Research Service (Passive)
✗ Emissions prohibited

(OFDM) based waveform for both downlink and uplink
with a sub-carrier spacing (SCS) of (2nx15 kHz) where
(0 ≥ n ≥ 3) [99]. More specifically, NR can adopt SCS in
the values (15/30/60) kHz for the data channel in FR1 with
channel bandwidth up to 100 MHz, whereas for FR2, NR can
only use SCS at (60/120) kHz with channel bandwidth up to
400 MHz [48], [50], [99]. Furthermore, NR differs from LTE
Advanced (LTE-A) in that it can only support a single SCS
of 15 kHz and CA with up to 5 component carriers (CCs)
resulting in a maximum aggregated bandwidth of 100 MHz,
whereas NR is capable of aggregating up to (16 CCs) and
offers a higher bandwidth. Table 5 summarizes the 5G NR

supplementary frequency bands in FR1 and FR2, applied
SCSs, and maximum bandwidth with and without CA [99].
In terms of data rate, frequency bands from 24.25 GHz to
52.6 GHz can provide data exchange at the rates of several
Gbps [26], [98].

From the 3GPP standardization point of view, 5G NR has
been developed under Release 15 and Release 16 defining
operation for frequencies up to 52.6 GHz and all physical
layer channels, signals, procedures, and protocols have been
optimized for uses under 52.6 GHz [100]. However, in
Release 17 [101], 3GPP has considered the maximum SCS
up to 960 kHz for the frequency band between 52.6 GHz
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and 71 GHz. The reason for this is that the air interface for
Release 15 and Release 16 has been optimized for a 240
kHz SCS under 52.6 GHz [100].

TABLE 5. 5G NR Supplementary Frequency Bands in FR1 & FR2 with Max.

Bandwidth [50], [99].

Frequency Range
Band
Index

Uplink
(GHz)

Downlink
(GHz)

Subcarrier Spacing
(SCS)

Max. BW
with and without

Carrier Aggregation
(CA)

Duplex
Mode

n77 3.3 - 4.2 3.3 - 4.2 TDD
n78 3.3 - 3.8 3.3 - 3.8 TDD

FR1
(450 ∼7125) MHz

n79 4.4 - 5 4.4 - 5
15 / 30 / 60 kHz

100 MHz per component carrier,
1.6 GHz with CA up to 16

component carriers TDD

n257 26.5 - 29.5 26.5 - 29.5 TDD
n258 24.5 - 27.5 24.5 - 27.5 TDD
n260 37.0 - 40.0 37.0 - 40.0 TDD

FR2
(24.25 - 52.6) GHz

n261 27.5 - 28.35 27.5 - 28.35

60 / 120 kHz
400 MHz per component carrier,

6.4 GHz with CA up to16
component carriers

TDD

In particular, one of the main objectives of Release 16
(July 2020) is to extend the applicability of 5G NR to unli-
censed spectrum in mmWave, NR-U [51], [102] as a general
purpose technology that allows fair coexistence across dif-
ferent Radio Access Technology (RATs) [97]. NR-U differs
from LTE-U and LAA which were standardized based on CA
using 5 GHz bands, whereas the design of NR-U considers
multiple bands 2.4 GHz (unlicensed worldwide), 3.5 GHz
(shared in the USA), 5 GHz (unlicensed worldwide), 6 GHz
(unlicensed in the USA and Europe), 37 GHz (shared in
the USA) [51], [103], in addition to 60 GHz (unlicensed
worldwide) [101], [16]. Furthermore, NR-U is expected to
be extended to higher frequencies such as V and W mmWave
bands (60 - 114.25) GHz in upcoming releases, including
Release 18 or beyond. This expansion is noteworthy because
it offers not only a very wide spectrum up to 15 GHz, but
also new opportunities to facilitate many high-capacity use
cases, such as back/fronthaul, relay, industrial IoT, private
network, advanced vehicle-to-everything (V2X), and tightly
coupled licensed-unlicensed spectrum usage [99].

4) Access to Licensed/Unlicensed Bands in NR-U mmWave
NR-U for sub 7 GHz and NR-U for mmWave bands (stan-
dardized in Release 16 and 17 respectively) support different
deployments scenarios for coexistence with other licensed
and unlicensed systems [51], [97]. The NR-U supports these
modes for coexistence with other systems:

• NR-U Carrier Aggregation: NR-U CA is developed
based on the approach of LTE-LAA which was first
introduced in Release 13 [97], allows for the aggrega-
tion of NR-U in unlicensed frequency bands and NR
in licensed frequency bands [51], [103]

• NR-U Dual Connectivity: NR-U DC is built upon LTE-
enhanced LAA (eLAA), which was introduced in Re-
lease 14 [97], and enables for simultaneous connectivity
with NR-U in unlicensed spectrum and either NR or
LTE in the licensed spectrum [51].

• NR/UL, NR-U/DL: This scenario involves the combi-
nation of a licensed carrier that is serviced by a 5G
NR cell for uplink communication, and an unlicensed

carrier that is serviced by a 5G NR-U cell for downlink
communication [51], [102].

• NR-U Standalone: In 3GPP Release 16, a new approach
called Standalone NR-U was introduced, allows for
the operation in unlicensed spectrum without being
anchored to any licensed carrier, similar to MulteFire
approach proposed for LTE [97]. Whereas, Release 15,
only supports non-standalone (NSA) operation of 5G
NR networks, where 4G LTE and 5G mobile networks
coexist [104].

5) mmWave Spectrum Options for 6G
5G uses more spectrum than previous generations and this
trend is expected to continue in 6G. One potential spectrum
option for 6G is the mmWave band above 52.6 GHz, such
as the W-band (75 – 110) GHz, which offers an abundance
of available spectrum. Besides, 6G is expected to operate
in the mmWave bands defined by the ITU-R and 3GPP
for 5G. This broad spectrum in mmWave band provides an
opportunity to cover capacity-intensive applications in 6G.
However, the challenges related to path loss and expensive
hardware costs restrict the use cases and deployment scenario
in such higher frequencies. Despite the high propagation
loss in bands above 52.6 GHz, relatively large coverage can
still be achieved with Line of Sight (LoS) transmission and
high gain antennas. This makes urban macro/rural macro
scenarios suitable for the fixed wireless access and backhaul
applications, which have LoS transmission conditions [84].
Overall, the mmWave bands offer a promising spectrum op-
tion for 6G, but more research and development are needed
to overcome the challenges and realize the full potential of
this frequency range.

6) Use Cases of mmWave in 6G
With the advantages of mmWave mentioned above such as
huge bandwidth and narrow beams, mmWave has potential
applications that are expected to fulfill/realize the vision of
6G systems. The use cases of mmWave are categorized as;

• Wireless Backhaul: Wireless backhaul using mmWave
frequencies is becoming an increasingly popular so-
lution for connecting base stations (BSs) in small
cell dense deployment scenarios [26]. In particular,
mmWave frequencies in the 60 GHz and E-band (71 –
76) GHz and (81 – 86) GHz provide a huge bandwidth,
which can support very high data rates of several Gbps
[94]. This makes them suitable to support the high-
speed transmission between small cell BSs or between
BSs and gateways [105]. Moreover, wireless backhaul
solutions, such as microwave and mmWave, can offer
several advantages compared to fiber-based backhaul
in certain scenarios such as rural areas and mountains
regions. In such cases, laying fiber in order to connect
core network with small cells is not feasible due to high
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deployment costs and availability problem, or where it
may be time-consuming [106]. Consequently, mmWave
wireless backhaul can overcome these challenges and
provide a cost-effective and scalable solution for small
cell backhaul [26], [106]. As a result of these advan-
tages, mmWave wireless backhaul is projected to have
a significant role in the next generation of cellular
systems, including beyond (B5G) and 6G.

• Vehicular Networks: The use of mmWave bands, espe-
cially those at 24 GHz and 77 GHz, can greatly ben-
efit communication between vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), in high-speed trans-
portation systems, such as cars, high-speed railways,
and subway systems. These systems require data rates
of several Gbps, which are not possible with the 10
MHz channel bandwidths at 5.9 GHz used in current
4G technology [107]. However, the use of mmWave
frequencies for vehicular networks also presents chal-
lenges related to beam alignment and routing stability
due to the high mobility of vehicles, which requires
further research and development to be overcome [108].

• Wearable Devices: Wearable devices include smart-
watches, smart wristbands, smart (AR, VR) glasses,
motion trackers, and so on. Different types of wear-
able devices generate huge data traffic, which requires
massive bandwidth to achieve low latency. Therefore,
mmWave is a promising candidate for connecting these
wearable devices [89], [109].

• Imaging and Tracking: The mmWave communications,
operating at frequencies such as 60 GHz, are a promis-
ing option for imaging and tracking systems, as the
signals in this band are mostly reflected from objects
larger than their short wavelengths. Utilizing the high
directional beams of 60 GHz links, dimensions of
objects can be precisely measured, which reduces the
interference and enhances the accuracy of tracking [26]-
[89].

B. THz Band
While the path to higher carrier frequencies clearly supports
much greater bandwidth, the total consecutive available
bandwidth for mmWave systems remains below 10 GHz,
making Tbps data rates difficult to achieve [88]. In this sense,
the potential for achieving ultra-high speed data rates of up to
1 Tbps and supporting bandwidth-intensive applications has
made THz band communication a promising enabler for 6G
technology [27]. The THz band lies in the frequency range
0.3 THz to 10 THz [6], between mmWave and IR bands
and shares some properties with both bands [27]. The THz
band is also known as the sub-millimeter radiation due to its
wavelengths beginning at 1 mm and progressing into shorter
wavelengths [110]. The THz frequency range from 275 GHz
to 300 GHz falls within the mmWave band, whereas the other
part from 300 GHz to 3 THz falls within the far-IR spectrum
band [77]. Despite being part of the optical band, the (300

GHz - 3 THz) band exhibits properties similar to the RF band
(i.e, is characterized by electronic behavior). This behavior
can be explained by the fact that THz radiation lies at the
boundary between the RF and optical frequency bands, as
shown in Figure 2 [77], [111].

FIGURE 2. The THz band encompasses frequencies from 0.3 THz to 10
THz and occupies a position between the mmWave band and the infrared
IR band. The waves in this band exhibit properties of both electronics and
photonics.

For a considerable period of time, the lack of practical
and small-scale techniques for producing and detecting THz
signals hindered the practicability of using THz band com-
munication [112]. Specifically, the inadequacy of semicon-
ductor devices to efficiently convert electrical energy into
electromagnetic energy at THz frequencies has long posed
a challenge for THz communication [113]. However, in the
last decade, the THz technology gap has been significantly
reduced due to notable advancements in semiconductor tech-
nologies and the emergence of new materials, which offer
greater potential for THz band communication [114].

1) Standardization of THz Communication
Standardization efforts for THz wireless communications
began in 2008, when the IEEE formed an Interest Group
on THz communications (IGTHz) under the IEEE 802.15
standard umbrella [115]. In 2014, the group members made
key design choices and preliminary performance predictions,
which laid the foundation for the IEEE Task Group on 100G
Wireless (TG100G, IEEE 802.15.3d) [116]. In 2017, IEEE
Std. 802.15.3d was issued as the first wireless communica-
tion standard in the 300 GHz band to support 100 Gbps and
above wireless point-to-point links [117]. The development
of IEEE Std. 802.15.3d- 2017 has been based on the 2016
version of the RRs. The RRs include an allocation of the
bands from (252 - 275) GHz for the use by land mobile
and fixed service on a co-primary basis [118]. At WRC-
2019, 160 GHz of the spectrum in the whole frequency
band between 275 GHz and 450 GHz was opened for THz
communications and the outcome of WRC-19 has included
a new footnote to the RRs (No. FN5.564A), describing the
conditions for the use of the spectrum between (275 – 450)
GHz by land mobile and fixed service [116], and indicating
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potential standardization of the low frequency window of
the terahertz band for near-future wireless communications
[117]. In accordance with ITU-R recommendations, the fre-
quency range from (275 GHz to 3 THz) has been identified
as a major part of the THz communications [6], [111]. Since
the frequency bands (275 GHz – 3 THz) have not been
allocated to any services globally yet, adoption of these
higher frequency bands is a potential solution to achieve the
desired data rate at the Tbps level [6], [111]. The envisioned
capacity for 6G can be achieved by aggregating the THz
band (275 GHz – 3THz) with the current mmWave band (30
– 300) GHz, as a result of which the overall band capacity
will increase by approximately 11.11 times [6], [111].

2) THz Features and Limitations
With a multi-gigahertz bandwidth, the THz band is likely
to be one of the candidate bands as a solution to the
problem of spectrum scarcity and to enhance the capacity
of the next generation of wireless systems [114]. In gen-
eral, THz-based communications are characterized by wide
frequency range, high speed, good directivity, high security,
and good penetration [119]. THz communications have the
ability to support the much higher speed data rates from
multi-Gbps to several Tbps than mmWave communications
[115], [120]. Moreover, the shorter wavelength of THz when
compared to mmWave makes it more directional and less
prone to free-space diffraction [115]. Because THz band
communication exhibits highly directional transmission, this
can significantly mitigate intercell interference, dramatically
reduce the probability that communications can be listened
to, and provide better security [15]. Even though the in-
creased directionality of THz transmissions presents a more
challenging environment for eavesdroppers, there is still an
opportunity for eavesdropper to intercept signals in LoS
transmissions. Therefore, physical layer security techniques,
that exploit the physical properties of wireless channels to
incorporate security features, have been considered as an
important solution for THz links [121]. Furthermore, THz
has good penetrating ability to dielectric materials, and it
can be used to detect hidden objects [119].

However, there are many challenges facing the THz spec-
trum, which including:

• Atmospheric/Absorption Loss: When operating at THz
frequencies, the losses from path and reflection are
joined by molecular absorption, which weakens the
received power and amplifies noise. As a result, the
molecular absorption produces additional noise, known
as molecular absorption noise, in addition to the thermal
noise found in lower frequency bands. Specifically,
molecular absorption is caused by the energy differ-
ences between the molecular states of the physical
medium during transmission [113]. Oxygen and water
vapor in the atmosphere are the primary components
responsible for absorption in the THz frequency [98].

• Beam Tracking, Beam Alignment, and Mobility Man-
agement: To combat the high transmission loss at THz
frequencies, it is essential to employ large antenna
arrays for directional beamforming. This technique
utilizes extremely narrow pencil beams for LoS links,
which can mitigate attenuation losses and provide
natural interference mitigation, thereby extending the
communication range of THz networks. However, these
pencil beams also pose new challenges such as mobility
and handover management, efficient beam tracking, and
alignment [113], [122].

• Engineering Challenges for Antennas and RF Circuitry:
At higher frequencies such as THz, it becomes chal-
lenging to manufacture miniaturized chips that can
effectively suppress noise and interference between
components, while also overcoming the limitation of
impedance. To address these challenges, ongoing re-
search efforts are exploring techniques such as distance-
aware physical layer design, supermass Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) communication, smart sur-
face, and graphene transistors [119].

• Power Consumption: The use of large antennas in THz
systems presents a significant power consumption chal-
lenge, primarily due to the necessary analog-to-digital
(A/D) conversion required in broadband THz systems.
The power consumption increases exponentially with
the sampling rate and the number of samples per bit,
which is dependent on the required high-resolution
quantization for the vast bandwidth and enormous
antennas in the THz band. Consequently, developing
low-power and cost-effective devices remains a crucial
obstacle [123].

In addition, there are non-technical obstacles associated
with policies and regulations for the allocation and usage
of frequency spectrum in the THz range [123]. Overcoming
all of these challenges is essential to effectively launch THz
wireless communications in practice.

3) Use Cases of THz in 6G
THz communication has a broad range of potential appli-
cations at both macro and micro/nano scales. These appli-
cations can be grouped into various categories depending
on the specific sector or scenario, including automotive,
indoor networking, aerospace, healthcare, intrinsically safe
environments, location-based services, defense, underwater
communication, and more [115]. Below, we will explore
some of the key applications of THz communications:

• Macroscale use cases: The primary use cases for THz
communications at the macroscale are expected to be
driven by emerging applications that require Tbps links,
which are not possible using the mmWave spectrum.
These applications include ultra-high-definition holo-
graphic (HD) video conferencing, 3D gaming, XR, and
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haptic communications, among others [4]. In addition,
THz communications show promise as a potential can-
didate for the next generation of data centers. With
THz links, seamless connectivity at ultra-high speeds
in fixed networks can be achieved, along with adapt-
ability for hardware reconfiguration, whereas conven-
tional data centers manage connectivity and maintain
it using wired networks, resulting in high costs for
both installation and reconfiguration of the system [1].
Furthermore, THz communications can play a vital
role in wireless local area networks (WLANs) and
wireless personal area networks (WPANs) applications
by providing a means for seamless interconnection
between ultra-high speed wired networks such as fiber
optical links, and wireless devices such as laptops
or tablets in WLANs, or between personal wireless
devices in WPANs [26]. THz communications can also
have potential applications in vehicular communication
scenarios such as V2V and V2I. In these scenarios,
neighboring or cooperating vehicles share perceptual
data with each other using THz bands for high-rate
and low-latency communication. The shared data can
be used to create a satellite view of the surrounding
traffic and real-time maps of the environment [115].

• Micro/nanoscale: Enabling communications between
nano-machines is another potential application of the
THz band. These nano-machines can carry out simple
tasks, such as computations, data storage, actuation,
and sensing. The transmission distance for such com-
munications depends on the specific application and
can range from a few micrometers to a few meters
[4]. One of the most significant potential application
of nano-machine enabled communications is the ability
to transmit information within sub-mm sized regions
inside the human body, which is typically inaccessible
by any other medical device, making this technology
particularly useful in the field of healthcare [124].
Enabling interactions between nano-machines, nano-
sensors, and nano-actuators at the same scale as living
systems and chipsets can lead to the development of
the Internet of Nano-Things (IoNT) [113].

4) Vision of THz Communication System in 6G
While THz systems have shown great promise for revolution-
izing wireless networks, they are still in their nascent stage
and require further research and development to fully realize
the potential of THz systems and to overcome the technical
challenges [113]. This means that it will likely take a long
time to become mature and commercially available for use.
Meanwhile, mmWave and optical wireless communication
(OWC) systems have already been extensively studied and
commercially deployed in various applications, making them
more likely to be the enabling technology for 6G wireless
networks than THz systems. However, with the advance-

ments in the infrastructure and computational aspects of
communication systems, such as ultra-massive MIMO (UM-
MIMO), intelligent surfaces, new signal processing methods,
and communication protocols, make it possible for THz
communications to mature and become a viable technology
for future wireless networks [125].

C. OPTICAL SPECTRUM
Besides THz-based cellular communications, OWC systems
are being explored as a means to provide broadband con-
nectivity and coverage for 6G [27]. OWC systems operate
in the IR, VL and UV frequency bands and are generally
considered to be more mature than THz systems, with de-
ployments in various applications [123]. OWC technologies
include, Visible Light Communication (VLC), Light Fidelity
(LiFi), Optical Camera Communication (OCC), Free-Space
Optics (FSO), and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
[27], [126], [127]. Moreover, OWC can be considered as
a complementary technology to existing RF-based wireless
communication technologies [123]. Figure 3 illustrates brief
architectures of these technologies.

FIGURE 3. OWC technologies architectures. The figure shows the basic
components of an OWC system, including a transmitter, a receiver, and an
optical channel (VL- IR- UV) for different OWC technologies; VLC, LiFi,
OCC, and FSO.

Table 6 shows the optical sub-bands for possible wireless
6G communications, THz and mmWave [6]. The optical
regions encompass a range of wavelengths, including (750
nm - 1 mm) for IR, (380 nm – 750 nm) for VL, and (10 nm
– 400 nm) for UV [128].

OWC technologies are expected to have wide-ranging
applications, including V2X communication, indoor mobile
robot positioning, VR, and underwater [6]. A variety of
OWC technologies are currently being developed to address
the requirements of future communication systems beyond
5G [129]. Generally, wireless optical technologies offer sev-
eral advantages such as high data rates, low latency, secure
communications, and reduce power consumption [27]. The
possibility of combining OWC and RF technologies, known
as hybrid RF/OWC systems, could offer an efficient solution
to meet the high user demands expected in the near future
[130]. Hybrid RF/optical and optical/optical wireless sys-
tems, such as OWC/RF, FSO/RF, WiFi/LiFi, VLC/femtocell,
VLC/FSO, and LiFi/OCC [129], offer a promising approach
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TABLE 6. mmWave, THz, Optical Spectrum [6]

mmWave Range1 30 - 275 GHz 10 - 1.1 mm
mmWave mmWave

mmWave Range 2 275 - 300 GHz 1.1 - 1 mm
THz

Far IR- Range 1 0.3 - 3 THz 1 - 0.1 mm
Far IR- Range 2 3 - 20 THz 0.1 - 0.015 mm
Thermal IR 20 - 100 THz 0.015 - 0.003 mm
Short-wavelength IR 100 - 214.3 THz 3000000 - 1400 nm

Infrared (IR)

Near IR 214.3 - 394.7 THz 1400 - 760 nm
Red 394.7 - 491.8 THz 760 - 610 nm
Orange 491.8 - 507.6 THz 610 - 591 nm
Yellow 507.6 - 526.3 THz 591 - 570 nm
Green 526.3 - 600 THz 570 - 500 nm
Blue 600 - 666.7 THz 500 - 450 nm

Visible Light (VL)

Violet 666.7 - 833.3 THz 450 - 360 nm
UVA 750 - 952.4 THz 400 - 315 nm
UVB 952.4 - 1071 THz 315 - 280 nm
UVC 1.071 - 3 PHz 280- 100 nm
NUV 0.750 - 1 PHz 400 - 300 nm
Middle UV 1 - 1.5 PHz 300 - 200 nm
Far UV 1.5 - 2.459 PHz 200 - 122 nm
Hydrogen Lyman-alpha 2.459 - 2.479 PHz 122 - 121 nm
Extreme UV 2.479 - 30 PHz 121 - 10 nm

Optical

Ultraviolet (UV)

Vacuum UV 1.5 - 30 PHz 200 - 10 nm

to overcome the limitations of individual systems while
leveraging the advantages of each technology [131].

1) Visible Light Communication -VLC
VLC is a wireless communication technology that utilizes
visible light to transmit high-speed data wirelessly. It oper-
ates within a frequency range of (400 – 800) THz, which is
not subject to licensing requirements [6], [125], [132]. The
transmitter in VLC systems employ light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) and intensity modulation (IM) technique to transmit
data at high-speeds [27]. On the receiver side, VLC typically
uses photodiodes (PDs) or laser diodes (LDs), along with
direct detection (DD) technology to detect the intensity
(power) of the received optical signal [27]. DD employs
photodiode to convert the incident optical signal power into
a corresponding electrical current that is proportional to the
signal power [133].

a: VLC Features and Limitations
VLC technology provides various distinctive benefits com-
pared to radio communication. Firstly, it can leverage mul-
tiple available spectra, providing a wider range of potential
frequencies [123]. Secondly, external electromagnetic inter-
ference has minimal impact on VLC-based communication
[17]. Thirdly, the transmission medium used in VLC technol-
ogy is visible light, which makes the network more secure,
as the signal cannot penetrate walls and other obstacles.
Fourthly, the spectrum occupied by VLC systems is free and
unlicensed [125]. Additionally, VLC can be combined with
RF systems to form a hybrid RF/VLC wireless communi-

cation, enabling highly energy-efficient communication and
enhancing the user experience [27].

Although VLC technology has several advantages, it has
limitations that must be addressed. For instance, it is not
suitable for outdoor use and cannot support long-distance
communication [129]. Moreover, there are several technical
challenges that require further investigation, including chan-
nel modeling, fast switching mechanisms between optical
and radio-frequency systems, development of new theoretical
bounds for channel capacity, and improving physical layer
security and coding techniques. Addressing these challenges
is crucial for improving the overall performance and relia-
bility of VLC technology [27].

b: Standardization of VLC
The optical wireless technologies are addressed by IEEE
standards, including IEEE 802.15.7-2011 (VLC), IEEE
802.15.13 (Li-Fi), and IEEE.802.15.7m OCC [134]. How-
ever, it is worth noting that the standardization efforts of
OWC systems, including VLC, is not limited to IEEE. Other
large-scale organizations, such as the Visible Light Com-
munication Consortium (VLCC) in Japan and the European
OMEGA project, have also played a significant role in the
standardization and development of VLC technology [126].
In 2003, Japan began the standardization of VLC systems,
and interest in the technology has been increasing since
then [135]. In 2007, the Japan Electronics and Informa-
tion Technology Industries Association (JEITA) introduced
two standards based on visible light communication [136],
namely (CP-1221) and (CP-1222) respectively [136], [137].
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JEITA CP-1221 standards emphasizes the fundamental de-
sign requirements of VLC systems, and JEITA CP-1222 pro-
vides details about visible light ID systems [137]. Following
the introduction of JEITA CP-1222, a new standard named
CP-1223, also known as the visible light beacon system
standard, was proposed by the Japanese six years later [136],
[138]. The development of VLC technology continued, and
in September 2011, the IEEE established a standard for VLC
systems, named IEEE 802.15.7, which includes physical and
medium access control (MAC) layers [139]. This standard
encompasses three physical (PHY) types for VLC: PHY, I
which operates from (11.67 to 266.6) kbps, PHY II, which
operates from (1.25 to 96) Mbps, and PHY III, which
operates between (12 and 96) Mbps for indoor and outdoor
applications [140]. The two modulation schemes supported
by PHY I and PHY II are on-off keying (OOK) and variable
pulse-position modulation (VPPM), both of which utilize a
single light source. On the other hand, PHY III employs
multiple light sources of different colors to implement color
shift keying modulation (CSK) [141]. The standard also
covers topics related to link mobility, the impairments caused
by noise, and the interference from other light sources [139].
The IEEE 802.15.7-2018 standard, which was revised in
2018, provides additional information on various aspects of
VLC technology. These include security, compatibility of
VLC infrastructure with existing illumination infrastructure,
selection of modulation schemes, and addressing dimming
and flickering issues of light sources, among others [137].

c: VLC For Expected Use Cases of 6G
VLC technology is expected to have significant use cases
in 6G, given its numerous benefits. VLC can be applied
in various IoT applications, including smart homes, smart
cities, smart transportation, smart buildings, smart grids,
smart factories, and hospitals [27], [125], [129]. Because
VLC is considered safe for all electronic equipment, which
makes it suitable for use in RF restricted areas such as
airplanes, chemical plants or hospitals [139]. Furthermore,
VLC has the potential to be use in outdoor environments,
such as V2V and V2I communications, to provide crucial
information about road conditions, accidents, and traffic-off
loading [27]. In comparison to RF, VLC can also transmit
data underwater communication over longer distances since
RF electromagnetic waves are highly absorbed in water [27],
[129].

2) Light Fidelity - LiFi
LiFi is a wireless communication technology that operates
using the IR and VL spectrum to transmit data at high
speeds [142]. It is often seen as an extension of VLC
technology. Although LiFi and VLC share some similarities,
such as using light as a medium for communication, they
have some distinct differences. Firstly, LiFi is a bidirectional
communication system that utilizes transceivers at both ends

of the connection, whereas VLC systems can be either unidi-
rectional or bidirectional [131]. Secondly, LiFi must support
multiuser communications, specifically point-to-multipoint
and multipoint-to-point communications, whereas VLC sys-
tems can support point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and
multipoint-to-point communications [129]. Thirdly, LiFi uses
VL for the forward link and VL or IR for the reverse link,
whereas VLC uses VL as the communication medium [131].
Additionally, LiFi is capable of supporting user mobility and
handover [27]. To be considered as LiFi, a VLC system
must possess LiFi features such as multi-user connectivity,
point-to-multipoint and multipoint-to-point communications,
and seamless user mobility. Conversely, a LiFi system can
only be classified as VLC when VL is utilized as the
transmission medium [127]. Like VLC, LiFi communication
systems use LEDs and photodetectors as transmitters and
receivers, respectively [26]. However, it is also possible to
use LDs integrated with an optical diffuser as transmitters
and light sources [129]. Moreover, LiFi is envisioned as
complementary technology to Wi-Fi [26].

a: LiFi Features and Limitations
LiFi has the potential to be a cost-effective solution as it
can easily integrate with the current RF wireless networks,
allowing for the creation of heterogeneous wireless networks
that combine optical and RF fields [27]. In comparison to
Wi-Fi, LiFi offers several advantages, such as extremely high
data rates, lower cost, easily available spectrum capacity, and
superior security [129]. These features and advantages make
LiFi a promising technology for the development of future
6G networks [27].

However, LiFi systems have limitations in outdoor appli-
cations due to interference from natural and artificial light
sources and cannot provide long-range communication [27],
[129]. In addition, technical challenges such as channel
modeling and feasible interference mitigation techniques
need further research [27].

b: Standardization of LiFi
After the publication of the first two VLC standards JEITA
CP-1221 and JEITA CP-1222 by JEITA in 2007, and the
IEEE 802.15.7 standard in 2011, the IEEE 802.15 working
group continued its efforts to standardize VLC technology. In
2015, IEEE established the 802.15.7r1 Task Group (TG) to
revise the IEEE 802.15.7 standard. The goal of 802.15.7r1,
later referred to as 802.15.m, was to expand the standard
to cover not only visible light but also near-UV and IR
wavelengths, and to include options such as OCC and LiFi
[143]. Task Group 13 (TG13) was launched by the 802.15
Working Group in March 2017 with the aim of developing
an OWC standard (802.15.13) that can support point-to-point
and point-to-multipoint configurations with data rates up to
10 Gbps over a range of 200 m. This standard is designed
to operate over a range of wavelengths from 10,000 nm
to 190 nm [144]. One drawback of 802.15.13 is that it is
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intended for industrial use and is not targeted towards mass
market consumers, meaning it is unlikely to be integrated
into widespread wireless network systems. Additionally,
802.15.13 is limited to LoS scenarios [145]. A task group
named IEEE 802.11 Light Communications Amendment -
Task Group “bb” (TGbb) was formed alongside TG13, with
the aim of integrating LiFi technology into the IEEE 802.11
ecosystem [146]. IEEE 802.11bb aims to create a distinct
ecosystem for chipset vendors, network infrastructure, device
integrators, and operators of IEEE 802.11, utilizing high-
layer specifications. This will enable LiFi to coexist and
cooperate with other WiFi standards and leverage the well-
established commercialization phases of IEEE 802.11 for
mass-market adoption [147]. Additionally, the ITU launched
the G.vlc project in 2018 to create a system architecture
and define the PHY/Data Link Layer functionality of LiFi
transceivers for high-speed indoor networking applications.
As a result, a new set of PHY recommendations known as
G.9991 was published in 2019. G.vlc is currently the only
LiFi standard that has available chipsets [144].

3) Optical Camera Communication - OCC
OCC is an OWC technology that is currently receiving
significant attention due to the recent advancements in cam-
era technology and the widespread use of smart devices
equipped with LED flashlights [148]. OCC is considered as
promising technology for indoor positioning and navigation
applications [26]. In comparison to VLC, OCC has a wider
spectral range, as it can use both VL and IR as a commu-
nication medium [128]. In an OCC system, the receiver is
typically equipped with built-in cameras or image sensors
(IS), while the transmitter is a conventional commercial
LEDs [26], [129], [131].

a: OCC Features and Limitations
OCC offers several advantages over other OWC technolo-
gies. Firstly, OCC can be easily integrated or implemented
with existing smart infrastructure such as smartphone and
laptop cameras [27], rear vehicle cameras, and security
cameras [134], allowing for ubiquitous coverage in both
indoor and outdoor scenarios [27]. Secondly, OCC uses non-
interference communication, which means that when using
image sensors as a receiver, lights from different sources are
almost perfectly separated on a focal plane due to the large
number of pixels in image sensor [129]. As a result, OCC can
mitigate interference caused by light coming from different
sources and directions. This is made possible by advanced
lenses used in portable cameras that can display lights from
different sources and separate different signals, which can
then be sampled using different pixels [27]. Lastly, One
more advantage of OCC is its ability to provide interference-
free communication and a high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR),
even in outdoor environments [129].

Despite its advantages, OCC has some limitations. For
instance, the data rate is relatively low due to the limited
sampling rate at the receiver, and random blockages can oc-
cur [134]. Moreover, the OCC system faces synchronization
challenges related to the limited pulse rates of LEDs within
the camera’s frame [27]. Additionally, since the optical
channel is LoS, any object that obstructs light penetration
[27], such as walls, buildings, thick fog, or gas, can block
the OCC communication links [129].

b: Standardization of OCC
The development of camera-based optical communica-
tion was greatly stimulated by the release of the IEEE
802.15.7:2011 standard for short-range visible light com-
munication. This led to the formation of a task group
(TG7m) in 2014 to revise the standard, which is known as
the IEEE 802.15.7m standard, specifically for camera-based
optical communication [149]. TG7m has been working on
specifying the technical requirements of OCC, including the
OCC transceivers, system architecture, and PHY and MAC
layers [134].

c: OCC For Expected Use Cases of 6G
Based on the advantages of OCC, it is expected to have a
wide range of applications in 6G, including V2X commu-
nication, AR/VR, drone-to-drone communication [27], and
digital signage [129]. Another potential use case for OCC
in 6G is in the area of localization (positioning) for indoor
environments such as shopping malls and large supermarkets
[27].

4) Free-Space Optics Communication -FSO
FSO is a wireless communication system that has gained
significant interest and development in recent years [150].
FSO technology uses various segments of the electromag-
netic spectrum, including near- infrared (NIR), VL, and UV
bands, to serve as the communication medium [27], [129].
FSO systems commonly use LDs to transmit data at high
data rates [148]. However, some manufacturers employ high
power LEDs with beam collimators [151]. The LD trans-
mitter generates a highly focused and coherent laser beam
that enables long-distance data transmission [131], allowing
for the establishment of high-data-rate communication links
between a transmitter and a receiver [129]. FSO technology
provides benefits such as high bandwidth and long transmis-
sion distances at high data rates [148]. These features make
it suitable for high-speed and high bandwidth applications
such as wireless backhaul broadband connectivity. Moreover,
it is also considered as a promising solution for meeting
the massive traffic demands of 6G systems [27]. FSO links
offer a significantly higher optical bandwidth compared to
RF links, which allows for much higher data rates [151].
Furthermore, FSO can be integrated with existing RF wire-
less networks to create heterogeneous networks that combine
both optical and RF domains, resulting in enhanced capacity
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and coverage [27]. This integration can be achieved through
hybrid FSO, Radio over FSO (RoFSO), and MIMO FSO,
which can support the ultra-high-speed demands of 5G/B5G
by overcoming the limitations of single technologies [130].

a: FSO Features and Limitations
FSO technology offers several key benefits over other con-
nectivity and backhaul technologies. It is easy to deploy and
provides high bit rates with low bit error rates. FSO also
enables full duplex transmission, allows independent proto-
col, and does not require a license [152]. Additionally, FSO
systems offer several other advantages, such as the ability
to use high-frequency reuse factors, secure communication,
immunity against electromagnetic interference, and reduced
power consumption [27].

FSO communications have the potential for high-speed
data transmission, but their effectiveness can be limited by
various factors that negatively impact performance, including
absorption, scattering, and turbulence within the atmospheric
channel [153], [154], [155]. Of all the challenges faced by
FSO communications, atmospheric turbulence is the most
significant challenge faced by FSO communication as it can
cause severe degradation in the bit error rate performance of
the system, making the communication link unfeasible [153].
The amplitude and phase of the FSO signal can experience
random fluctuations due to atmospheric turbulence, which is
called channel fading. Such fluctuations can cause a decrease
in signal quality, an increase in errors, and a reduction in
link reliability [148]. Adverse outdoor weather conditions,
such as heavy rain, fog, smoke, storms, deep clouds, and
snow, can significantly degrade the performance of FSO
links, leading to unreliable and unpredictable communica-
tion [27], [156]. FSO communications can also be affected
by misalignment and geometric losses, which can lead to
reduced signal power and degraded communication [157].
Misalignment losses may occur due to building sway or
other factors that cause inadequate alignment between the
transceivers [154]. On the other hand, geometric losses occur
as a result of the light energy being spreading over a larger
area as it travels through the atmosphere, which leads to
a decrease in the power received by the receiver [155].
Therefore, it is important to address and mitigate these
factors to ensure the efficient and reliable performance of
FSO communication systems.

b: Standardization of FSO
In light of the potential deployment of FSO in mobile
networks, there is a growing demand for simple and widely
accepted channel models. However, standardization efforts
in the context of FSO have been limited [158]. The Infrared
Data Association (IrDA) group has developed a series of
standards specifically for high-speed data transmission and
short-distances FSO links [159]. These standards are targeted
to connect handheld mobile devices with fixed stations or
other mobile devices using short-range, low-cost, line-of-

sight, point-to-point FSO links [160]. More specifically,
IrDA has defined six standards for the IR physical layer,
including Serial Infrared (SIR), with data rates ranging from
(2.4 to 115.2) kbps, Medium Infrared (MIR) with data rates
ranging from (0.576 to 1.152) Mbps, Fast Infrared (FIR)
supporting 4 Mbps, Very Fast Infrared (VFIR) supporting
16 Mbps, Ultra Fast Infrared (UFIR) supporting 96 Mbps,
and Gigabit Infrared (Giga-IR) supporting 512 Mbps and
1.024 Gbps [161], [162]. In contrast, JEITA CP-1221, CP-
1222, CP-1223, IEEE 802.15.7, and IEEE 802.15.7r1, are
designed for short-to-medium range VLC that support low-
data rate links [159]. In particular, the technical specifica-
tions established by IrDA, IEEE (802.11 and 802.15.7), and
JEITA are primarily intended to cater OWC links that are
deployed indoors, whereas, the ITU is mainly concerned
with developing standards and guidelines for terrestrial OWC
links [158]. This includes propagation prediction techniques
for designing terrestrial FSO links that operate in VL and IR
regions of the spectrum (ITU-R P.1814-0 and ITU-R P.1817-
1) [158]. Furthermore, ITU is also involved in developing
guidelines for planning fixed-service terrestrial FSO links
[159]. However, the ITU-R P.1817-1 (2012) guidelines,
which are entitled “Propagation data required for the design
of terrestrial free-space optical links”, provide only general
recommendations and has not been updated recently [158].

c: FSO For Expected Use Cases of 6G
FSO systems have a various applications including backhaul
for cellular networks, last mile access, and disaster recovery
[129], [130], [153]. It also finds its applications in video
surveillance, broadcasting, and underwater communication
[27], [129], [130]. FSO systems has a wide range of applica-
tions across various networks, including aerial, optical, and
terrestrial, and has been employed in applications such as
ground-to-satellite, satellite-to-ground, satellite-to-airplane,
airplane-to-airplane, satellite-to-satellite, satellite-to-UAVs,
satellite-to-balloons, and satellite-to-ship connectivity [27],
[129], [130]. FSO systems also have potential applications
in inter-chip connectivity, as well as providing connectivity
between different types of networks, such as MAN-to-MAN,
LAN-to-LAN , ship-to-ship communication [129].

In Table 7, a comparison is made between mmWave, THz,
and optical spectrum in terms of their frequency ranges,
available bandwidths, features, limitations, regulations, and
areas of application in the context of 6G technology.

D. Future Research Directions and Standardization
Future research directions in mmWave, THz, and OWC
aim to tackle crucial challenges and explore opportunities
for advancing these technologies, with the ultimate goal of
enabling their effective deployment in 6G wireless commu-
nication systems. These research efforts seek to enhance the
performance, reliability, and efficiency of mmWave, THz,
andOWC technologies, aligning them with the requirements
and objectives of the future 6G networks. The following
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TABLE 7. Comparison of mmWave, THz, and Optical Spectrum in terms of Frequency Ranges, Features, Limitations, and Application Areas [77], [88],

[129], [163].

Issue mmWave THz Optical Bands

Frequency Range 30 - 300 GHz 300 GHz - 10 THz
IR 3 - 430 THz

VL 430 - 790 THz
UV 790 THz - 30 PHz

Wavelength 10 - 1 mm 3 mm - 0.03 mm
IR 0.03 mm - 690 nm
VL 690 nm - 380 nm
UV 380 nm - 10 nm

Bandwidth MHz to several GHz 10 GHz- 100 GHz MHz to several GHz

Spectrum Regulatory Licensed Licensed Unlicensed

Advantages
Wide bandwidth

Small element size
Narrow directional beam

Extremely wide bandwidth;
enable communication rate exceeding Tb/s

Suitable for Mssive-MIMO

Wide available spectrum
High Security

Limitations

High free-space path loss
Atmosheric gaseous absorption

Blockage
&

Technical Challenges;
Design circuit components and antennas

Path loss
Atmosheric gaseous absorption
Strong atmosheric attenuation

Blockage
&

Technical\Engineering Challenges;
Design circuit components and antennas

Small coverage area
Mobility support is no guaranteed

Performance is affected by environment
conditions

Very limited NLOS communications.

Applications Area
in 6G

Wireless backhual,
Wearable devices,

AR/VR
Imaging & Tracking

Holographic Teleportation, Digital Twin,
Connected Robotics & Autonomous systems (CRAS);

(include autonomous driving, atounomous drone swarms,
Vehicle platoons),

XR services,
Industry 4.0,

NTNs.

Smart buildings, smart factories,
smart transportation, and hospitals,

V2V, V2I communications,
Backhaul for cellular networks,

Remote sensing and track position and movements
underwater communication

are few illustrative examples of future research directions
in these domains:

• mmWave-Massive MIMO Optimization: The combina-
tion of massive MIMO and mmWave communication
offers advantages in terms of improved spectral and
energy efficiency, increased capacity, and multiplexing
gains. However, there are challenges in optimizing
precoding and beamforming, managing complexity and
hardware limitations, and balancing performance trade-
offs. Overcoming these challenges is necessary to make
mmWave-massive MIMO a practical solution in 5G and
future networks [164].

• THz Antenna Design: Address challenges in THz band
antenna design, fabrication, and measurement to meet
the specific requirements of the 6G wireless communi-
cation system. This involves developing compact and
efficient antennas that can operate at THz frequencies,
considering factors such as high path loss and atmo-
spheric absorption [165].

• THz Channel Modeling: Focus on developing complete
and flexible THz channel models that accurately capture
the unique propagation characteristics of THz waves.
This includes factors like atmospheric absorption, scat-
tering, and molecular absorption. Accurate channel
models will aid in the design and optimization of THz
communication systems [166].

• Comprehensive VLC Channel Models: Further study
and develop comprehensive theoretical channel models
for VLC that accurately capture the influential factors in

both free-space and underwater transmission. Existing
models may not fully cover all the complexities of real-
world channels, so research in this area is crucial for
improving system performance and reliability [167].

• Standardization of FSO Channel Models: Lack of stan-
dardization efforts in channel models for FSO commu-
nication highlights the need for immediate attention.
By addressing this limitation and conducting future
research and standardization efforts, it will be possible
to establish standardized channel models. These mod-
els will provide a common framework for evaluating
and comparing FSO system performance, enabling the
optimization and interoperability of FSO technologies.
Consequently, this will address the current challenges
and pave the way for the development of more efficient
and reliable wireless communication systems in 6G
networks.

Regarding future standardization directions, there are ongo-
ing efforts in standardization. For instance, 3GPP is currently
progressing towards the second phase of 5G standardization,
referred to as 5G-Advanced. This phase builds upon the
foundation established in 3GPP Releases 15, 16, and 17,
with the aim of expanding and extending the capabilities
and use cases of 5G. Release 18, expected to be available
in early 2024, will mark the beginning of 5G-Advanced,
followed by subsequent releases including Release 19 and
beyond [168]. The upcoming WRC-23, scheduled from 20
November to 15 December 2023, will address several agenda
items (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.5) pertaining to 5G and future
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spectrum allocation [169], [170]. These agenda items hold
significant importance within the framework of WRC-23
as they focus on the allocation and utilization of spectrum
for IMT services. Discussions will cover specific frequency
bands, including the 4,800-4,990 MHz band, the 3.5 GHz
and 6 GHz ranges, as well as the mobile allocation in the
3,600-3,800 MHz band in Region 1. Furthermore, agenda
item 1.5 will specifically address the consideration of sub-1
GHz spectrum in Region 1. Looking ahead, the agenda for
the subsequent conference, WRC-27, will be shaped based
on the outcomes and discussions at WRC-23. Depending on
the decisions made during WRC-23 and taking into account
the evolving needs and advancements in radiocommunica-
tions, additional items may be added to the final agenda for
WRC-27.

V. CONCLUSION
Our study highlights the spectrum options for 6G, the
importance of addressing technical challenges, promoting
technology development, embracing spectrum sharing, and
adapting policies and regulations. The key findings can be
summarized as follows:

• Spectrum Options: Higher frequency bands such as
mmWave, THz, and OW spectra offer potential spec-
trum options for 6G, enabling faster data rates and
higher capacity. However, challenges related to path
loss and hardware costs need to be addressed for
effective adoption.

• Technology Development: While THz systems hold
promise, further research and development are required.
More mature technologies like mmWave and OWC
(e.g., VLC and FSO) are likely to play a significant
role in enabling 6G networks.

• Spectrum Management Paradigm Shift: The deploy-
ment of 6G will require a paradigm shift in spectrum
management. Spectrum sharing will become increas-
ingly crucial to efficiently utilize limited resources in
the context of higher frequency bands and localized
service areas.

• Policy Implications: Policymakers and regulators must
reevaluate current spectrum management policies to
align with the unique requirements of 6G. Developing
new spectrum assignment models that accommodate
flexible deployment and define access rights will be
essential.

These findings provide valuable insights for the successful
deployment and utilization of 6G networks.
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